Junior Handler titles earned in Companion Events

2005

January

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Brieaynn Carol Ellis
Cody Eberhart

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Miss Krystin Chester

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Dakota Lovell

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Dakota Lovell

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Andrew R Forsstrom
Christopher Lee

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Austin T Hoover
Jeannette Annelda Brauchle

Agility Excellent (AX) titles earned:
Lisa K Bennett

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Cody Eberhart

February

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Stephanie C Turcotte
Abby Nicole David
Megan Preuit

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Jennifer Kriegel
Breanna Duletzke
Zachary Perrego

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Ian Andrew Towne

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Ashley Kinne
Maryssa K Liscombe
Erica Lewandowski
Miss Katie Goad
Jennifer Holmseth

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Breanna Duletzke
Hannah Brannon
Jordan Nicole Kline
Marissa Knowles
Sarah Michelle Watney

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Katie Mills

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Caitlin Kelley
Andrea Albin

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Alexandria Youngs
Catherine Angel

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Brieaynn Carol Ellis
Kelly Ann Murphy
Miss Kate Eldredge
Samantha Graham
Tom Eldredge

Master Silver Jumpers With Weaves (MJS) titles earned:
Elizabeth Ridley

March

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Jeffrey Beran
Kayla Savory

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Stephanie Stock
Katie Carignan
Kelsie Kahn
Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Nichole Contos
Katie Carignan
Isaac Malmer
Amanda Bennett
Katy Truman

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Faith Stone

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Chase Schnaebel
Miles Driskell
Cheryl Nagiller

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Alison Kennedy
Jacklyn Johnson
Cheryl Nagiller
Jennifer Kriegel

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Stephanie Stock
Jacklyn Johnson
Jennifer Holmseth
Lane M Gregory
Karen Mayfield

Agility Excellent (AX) titles earned:
Kelsey Cain

Agility Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Alison Kennedy
Caitlin Ann Varhalla

Master Agility Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Amanda Bradshaw

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Keith Maddock
Miriya Tune
Anne-Lisa Nilsen
Kelli Denton

Master Agility Champion (MACH) titles earned:
Elizabeth Ridley

Master Century Jumpers With Weaves (MJC) titles earned:
Miss Kelly Hall

Master Gold Agility (MXG) titles earned:
Miss Jenna Herren

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned:
Rachel Marie Barbash
April

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Claire Werner-Wittman
Katherine KT Spencer

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Halee Rochelle Malmstrom
Heather Jean Cameron
Amy Kundinger
Megan Diann Foster
Brennen G Meyers

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Miss Kate Eldredge
Heather Jean Cameron
Halee Rochelle Malmstrom
Megan Diann Foster

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Taryn Bachman

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Marinda Dillon
Mason Boggs
Molly Miller
Erin Catherine Elizabeth Cox
Katie Carignan
Jeannette Annelda Brauchle
Sarah J Kiely

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Casey Padginton
Mason Boggs
Molly Miller
Sarah Michelle Watney

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Andrea Jo Hass
Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Christopher Lee
Christina Marie Raskay

Excellent Agility Preferred (AXP) titles earned:
Randall Downing Wiseman
Miss Kate Eldredge

Master Agility Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Miss Aubrie Lynn Dahle

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Kari Lynne Dear
Kelli Denton
Amanda Wallenbeck
Miss Gillian Caudill
Catherine Bissett
Stephanie C Turcotte

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Robert Weber
Kayla Kelley

Versatile Companion Dog 1 (VCD1) titles earned:
Kate Eldredge

May

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Casie Conley

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Kerry N Durso
Sarah Gall
Jessica Crawford
Olivia DelPizzo
Amanda Bennett
Jilesa C Dillon
Nicholas Kisley
Ashley Kinne
Yancey York
Rori Skellenger

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Olivia DelPizzo
Jessica Crawford
Elizabeth Weidner
Megan Danielle Knowles
Yancey York
Rori Skellenger
Brennen G Myers

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Katie Kenney
Melinda Pope

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Jacqueline Wyatt

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Evan Muller
Jessica Glatz
Abigail Beasley
Karen Mayfield
Miss Krystin Chester

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Miss Tiffany Bennett
Marinda Dillon
Courtney Bache
Bryn E Elliott
Miss Krystin Chester

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Madeline Greene
Anneka Mikel Dahle

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Christian M Medaries
Colleen A Blanton
Agility Excellent (AX) titles earned:
Michael Austin

Agility Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Leela McKinnon

Master Agility Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Laura C McIntyre
Stefanie Rainer Miss
Master Agility Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Krystin Chester

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Katherine KT Spencer

June

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Rebecca E Heightonc

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Julie Finke
Amanda Pellor
Nicole Thompson

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Julie Finke

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Miss Kate Eldredge
Rebecca Day
Jill Clark

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Jill Clark

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Breanna Duletzke

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Arynne Belger

Agility Excellent (AX) titles earned:
Shelby R Fitch

Agility Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Katie Mills
Miss Krystin Chester
Blake Stafford

Master Agility Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Miss Erika Kirsten Botman
Stefanie Rainer

Master Agility Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Amanda Bradshaw

Master Agility Champion (MACH) titles earned:
Cecelia Madsen

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Miss Elizabeth Soule
Miss Caroline Bruton
Christine Letzelter
Ashley Erin Ringe
Rebekah Strunk
Jessica Hanson
Caitlin Marotte

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Miss Kate Eldredge

Master Bronze Jumpers With Weaves (MJB) titles earned:
Stefanie Rainer

July

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Sarah K Tappe

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Jessica Hanson

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Rebecca Weseloh
Kara Elizabeth Hugo
Colleen Jackson

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Lauren Blackson
Trinity Frandsen
Kayla Corcoran

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Cristin Nataro
Raven Emmons
Sarah Castle
Melinda Pope

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Cristin Nataro
Raven Emmons
Sarah Castle
Frederick Haberman

Open Agility (OA) titles earned
Brennen G Myers

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Lindsey Beckendorf
Rebecca Weseloh  
Kelsie Kahn

**Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:**  
Amber Bennett

**Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:**  
Jenna McConnell

**Agility Excellent (AX) titles earned:**  
Miss Elizabeth Soule

**Agility Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:**  
Miss Brittany Ferrer  
Evan Muller  
Jeannette Annelda  
Brauchle

**Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:**  
Miss Jamie Stoner  
Leela McKinnon  
Maria Najar  
Jill Clark  
Melissa Viera  
Mike Kennedy  
Dakota Lovell  
Colton Fleenor

**Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:**  
Stephanie C Turcotte

**Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:**  
Miss Kate Eldredge

**Master Bronze Jumpers With Weaves (MJB) titles earned:**  
Miss Aubrie Lynn Dahle

**Master Silver Agility (MXS) titles earned:**  
Cecelia Madsen

---

**August**

**Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:**  
Yancey York

**Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:**  
Stacey Floersheim  
Miss Jessica Ann Hanson  
Kaitlyn Taddie  
Daneka Hedges  
Trinity Frandsen  
Rosemarie Jones
Whitney Blackburn
Katy Truman

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Miss Jessica Ann Hanson
Colleen Jackson

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Frederick Haberman

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Samantha L Neitzel
Madeline Greene
Alexandria McCain

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Kelsie Kahn
Julie Finke

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Daneka Hedges

Agility Excellent (AX) titles earned:
Courtney Bache
Miss Krystin Chester

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Sheena Green
Alyssa Bader
Merisa D Stoner

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Miss Jessica Ann Hanson
Brieaynn Carol Ellis

Junior earthdog (JE) titles earned:
Zachary Henshaw

Master Silver Jumpers With Weaves (MJS) titles earned:
Miss Rebecca Blair Boyette

Master Gold Agility (MXG) titles earned:
Miss Sarah Carlisle

September

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Julia Dorothy Johns
Justin Boniszewski

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Sabrina Chin
Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Laura C McIntyre
Leigh Peper
Cheryl Lynn Funkhouser

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Lindsey Beckendorf

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Katie Carignan

Master Agility Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Courtney Renee Hall
Catherine Angel

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Joan Erwert
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Brieaynn Carol Ellis


October

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Jennifer Behrens
Melissa Dennis
Colleen Blanton

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Meagan Finlay
Anna Marie Cosner
Kammy Hyatt

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Jessica Crawford
Yancey York

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Hannah Brannon

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Sarah J Kiely

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Elsa Warren
Mason Boggs
Rebecca Weseloh

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Suzanne E Gomes
Tyler Steinhilber
Annabel Thomas
Miss Jessica Ann Hanson
Erica Escalada

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Samantha Graham
Cecelia Madsen
Katherine KT Spencer

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Kayla Kelley
Miss Jessica Ann Hanson

November

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Catherine Bissett
Anna Marie Cosner
Stacy Stovall
Alyssa Denen
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis
Stephanie C Turcotte

Companion Dog Excellet (CDX) titles earned:
Rori Skellenger

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Miss Caroline Bruton
Bryn E Elliott
Colleen A Blanton
Catherine Bissett
Camorialh L Roland
Melissa Dennis
Andreana Zelles
Patrick Sherman
David Elmets
Rebecca Verran
Breanna Croteau
Leigh Peper

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Cristin Nataro
Mashala Horton
Kestrel Schmidt
Edie Gibel
Catherine Bissett
Jessica F Fowler
Kelsey Kirkpatrick
Kammy Hyatt
Cristin Nataro
Miss Caroline Bruton
Patrick Sherman
Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Jessica Thibault

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Justin White
Lindsay
Kломparens
Jessica Thibault
Nicole Frei
Aly McClendon

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Alyssa Black
Colleen Jackson
Sabrina Chin
Daneka Hedges
Katy Truman

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Michelle Hibbard
Jilesa C Dillon
Sabrina Chin
Cheryl Nagiller
Jordan Nicole
Kline
Colleen Jackson
Sarah J Kiely

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Cristin Nataro

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Cristin Nataro
Justin White
Samantha L Neitzel

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Lindsey Beckendorf
Blake Stafford
Katie Carignan
Sarah J Kiely
Jessica Glatz
Julie Finke
Jessica
Crawford
Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Kathryn Ridley
Ian S Walp
Jessica Crawford
Daneka Hedges

Master Excellent Jumper w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Catherine Angel

Excellent Agility Preferred (AXP) titles earned:
Jacqueline Wyatt
Kevin Tyler Bartz

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Daniel Robins
Suzanne E Gomes
Tyler Steinhilber
Alyssa Dean
Kayla Savory
Miss Kate Eldridge

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Stephanie C Turcotte
Cecelia Madsen

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Christine Letzelter

December

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Paige Townsley

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Katy Truman
Abby Nicole David

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
David Rice
David Elmets
Dakota Skellenger

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis
Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Michelle Hibbard
Rori Skellenger
Dakota Skellenger

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Katy Truman
Rori Skellenger
Dakota Skellenger
Yancy York
Melissa Dennis

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Rachel S Halop

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Miss Kelly Hall

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
James Maxwell Young
Alicia Rapini

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Annabel Thomas

Master Gold Jumpers With Weaves (MJG) titles earned:
Miss Sarah Carlisle

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned:
Stephanie Rainer